We show how signal bandwidth affects the gain of stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering (STRS) which is responsible for a transverse mode instability in fiber amplifiers. The gain is reduced if the coherence time of the signal is less than the group-velocity-induced walk off between the two interacting modes, usually LP 01 and LP 11 . We derive expressions for the bandwidth required to suppress gain for short pulses, for periodically chirped continuous waves, and for general periodically modulated cases.
INTRODUCTION
Yb-doped fiber amplifiers offer a promising route to multi kilowatt operation with good beam quality in the near infrared. However, they are subject to several nonlinear optical processes including stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering (STRS), that can compromise high power performance. Currently, fiber amplifiers are often limited in output power by a transverse mode instability in which light that is initially in the desired lowest order LP 01 mode is transferred into the higher order LP 11 mode above a sharp output power threshold.
1 This transfer destroys the beam quality.
The physical process underlying this mode instability involves optical interference between the LP 01 and LP 11 modes to create a signal irradiance grating along the length of the fiber core. Pump light is absorbed more strongly in zones with higher signal irradiance, creating a heating pattern that mimics the irradiance grating. This leads to a temperature grating, and through the thermo-optic effect, to a refractive index grating which couples light between the two modes. One additional requirement is a phase shift between the irradiance and refractive index gratings. This is provided by a small frequency shift between light in the two modes. This model of mode instability is described in more detail in several papers. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Typical mode instability threshold powers are several hundred watts to a few kilowatts. In previous publications we explained how to maximize the threshold by minimizing seeding of the higher order mode by reducing accidental seeding of the second mode and reducing amplitude modulation of the input pump and signal light, 5, 8 by minimizing absorption of the signal due to photo darkening, and possibly by reducing spontaneous thermal Rayleigh scattering 10 which can seed the STRS process. Further, substantial increases in threshold can be achieved by reducing STRS gain through saturation of laser gain. 11, 12 Another, unexplored strategy for suppressing STRS is to increase the signal linewidth. In this paper, we study the influence of linewidth on STRS gain for several scenarios: short (picosecond) pulses, rapidly frequency-swept amplifiers, and a general rapid periodic modulation of the signal light. We show that because the group velocities of the signal in the LP 01 and LP 11 modes differ, increasing the bandwidth of the signal can reduce the STRS gain and raises the STRS threshold. We will provide physical explanations of the gain reduction, and we will derive equations that allow estimates of the minimum bandwidth required to increase the instability threshold. In particular we will define a critical bandwidth above which gain suppression can be expected.
Modeling light propagation and gain in a fiber with low index contrast involves integrating the simplified wave equation
where k c is the propagation constant in the cladding, v g is the group velocity, and the source terms account for laser gain, stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering gain, and other nonlinearities of interest. Previous presentations 6, 7, 13 described how beam propagation techniques can be used to integrate this single equation where the field included all transverse modes and frequencies of interest. Those treatments assumed the linewidth was narrow, justifying neglect of the group velocity term. Here we are interested specifically in the effect of group velocities, so we retain this term. Rather than propagating a single field we adopt the coupled mode description that sepatrates the field into individual transverse modes, each with its own propagation equation, with STRS coupling between them produced by the thermally induced index grating.
3, 4, 9
The two transverse modes, LP 01 and LP 11 , coupled by STRS, automatically satisfy the transverse derivative part of Eq. (1) so we can describe the effects of linewidth and group velocity with the following pair of simplified propagation equations
∂ ∂t E 2 (x, y, z, t) = laser gain term + mode coupling term (3) where E 1 and E 2 are the field distributions of modes LP 01 and LP 11 and v g1 and v g2 are their group velocities.
We will show that it is largely the difference in group velocities of the two modes, |v g1 − v g2 |, that determines the influence of signal linewidth on the STRS gain and threshold. That is because mode coupling depends on interference between the two modes to set up the temperature grating responsible for mode coupling. If the optical interference grating is weakened by group velocity walk off, the STRS gain is diminished. In the following three sections we show how to estimate the critical signal bandwidth in three cases: short pulses, frequency chirped CW waves, and general periodically modulated broadband signals. We will see that the critical bandwidth is the same in each case. In the final two sections we discuss briefly how to measure the critical bandwidth of a fiber, and how the instability thresholds depend on the ratio of the signal bandwidth to the critical bandwidth.
SHORT PULSE AMPLIFIERS
Mode instability has been observed in amplifiers of picosecond pulses with repetition rates of many MHz.
1, 14
The duration of the unchirped picosecond pulses defines the linewidth of interest. The high repetition rate means the temperature profile, which takes milliseconds to develop, responds to the heat averaged over many pulses. The Stokes shift due to STRS, which is in the kilohertz range, is also much smaller than the repetition rate. In order for STRS coupling to occur, optical interference of the light in modes LP 01 and LP 11 is necessary, and for interference to occur the pulses must overlap in time. However, due to the different group velocities in the two modes, short pulses in modes LP 01 and LP 11 that overlap near the input end of the amplifier may no longer overlap after some propagation distance. We use this to set the criterion for STRS suppression to occur for short pulses -the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) pulse duration must be less than the temporal walk off between modes. The critical limit on the pulse duration is thus equal to the temporal walk off between modes. If the pulse duration is shorter than this critical value STRS gain is significantly diminished. This critical value for pulse duration implies the critical value for linewidth. The group velocity walk off is the difference in the times of flight T j from z = 0 to z = L,
where L is the length of the fiber, and v gj is the group velocity of the jth mode. The difference in times of flight over the full length of the fiber is
so our criterion implies the critical pulse duration is
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This duration implies a critical bandwidth of ∆ν c = 0.44
The numerical factor 0.44 applies for Gaussian profile pulses with temporal width (FWHM) τ c and a Gaussian spectral width (FWHM) of ∆ν c .
We show in the next two sections that this critical bandwidth also applies to swept-frequency light and to the general case of periodic modulation.
PERIODIC FREQUENCY-SWEPT CW WAVES
In recent work White and coauthors [15] [16] [17] [18] have demonstrated the use of linearly frequency swept seeding of CW fiber amplifiers that is compatible with steerable coherent beam combining. The swept frequency was demonstrated to suppress SBS, 16 and this technique was proposed as a method to also suppress STRS and increase the mode instability threshold. 18 In this section we analyze STRS suppression for CW signal light that is repetitively swept in wavelength, for example with a triangular or sawtooth waveform. The modulation period is assumed to be much shorter than the thermal diffusion time across the core, so the thermal grating can be considered frozen over a single modulation period. As the wavelength is swept, the irradiance grating pattern lengthens or shortens due to modal dispersion. Near the signal input end, the grating is stationary over the modulation time; however, near the signal output end the grating periodically moves along the fiber. If the total number of beats changes by one or more over the length of the fiber, the thermally induced index grating washes out near the output end. We use the criterion that the number of modal beat cycles must change over the length of the fiber by one half. The number of inter modal beats N B over the length of the fiber is
where β j is the propagation constant for mode j and L is the fiber length. The change in N B due to a frequency change of ∆ω is
where
Combining these two equations and using the definition of group velocity
gives
The critical value of ∆ω at which ∆N B = 1/2 is ∆ω c = π
Apart from a small difference in the numerator, this is the same critical bandwidth as that derived for short pulse in Eq. (7).
GENERAL PERIODICALLY MODULATED SIGNAL
The derivations of the critical linewidth above may seem overly simplified because the spectrum of a periodically modulated signal consists of a comb of frequencies separated by the inverse of the modulation period. Further, the relative amplitudes and phases of the frequency components depend on the nature of the modulation. We generalize our analysis to periodic modulations here.
For general periodically modulated fields we can express them as the sum of frequency components,
The small frequency shift of mode two relative to mode one is δ, corresponding to the shift that produces the maximum STRS gain, the frequency spacing ∆ is the inverse of the modulation period which is much larger than δ, and the subscript c refers to the central frequency component.
The optical interference term is
Because frequencies much higher than the inverse thermal diffusion time across the fiber core contribute only weakly to the temperature grating generated by quantum defect heating, we need consider only optical interference at frequencies near δ. This means that n and m must be equal, so the double sum in the expression for the effective interference reduces to the single sum
The can be written
For the central frequency (n = 0) this describes an effective interference grating moving slowly toward the output end of the fiber assuming δ and (β 1c − β 2c ) have the same sign. The other frequency components (n = 0) also form moving gratings, but their velocities are slightly different if the modal group velocities differ. The nature of the modulation determines the strength of each grating through the amplitudes E 1n E * 2n . Assume that near the input end of the fiber the field components at each frequency in mode LP 11 are created from LP 01 due to scattering from a single index grating. Field components one and two near the input end of the fiber are then related by E 2n = a n E 1n e iφ (22) where (a n 1) and φ is a phase determined by the initial STRS coupling. All the gratings are in phase near the input end but develop phase offsets as they propagate. This washes out the net grating toward the output end of the fiber. Since it is the net grating formed by summing all the gratings that couples light between modes at each frequency, this wash out reduces the STRS gain. The degree of cancelation depends on the spectrum Table 1 . The material dispersion of both the core and cladding are approximated as that of pure silica.
and thus the nature of the modulation. This means the degree of STRS suppression depends on the modulation details. However, it is clear that there can be little suppression unless the bandwidth exceeds a critical value. Our criterion for this critical bandwidth is that this dephasing at the output end of the fiber be π for the farthest spectral wings, so
Combining the last two equations gives ∆ν crit = 0.5
in agreement with the results for the short pulses and for frequency chirped waves. Figure 1 shows an example of the critical bandwidth versus wavelength for step index fibers with different core sizes with the numerical apertures listed in Table 1 . Note that the temporal walk off between the two modes appearing in the denominator in Eq. (25) is typically a few picoseconds per meter in step index fiber amplifiers, leading to products of critical-bandwidth and fiber length equal to a few nanometer-meters.
The group velocities and critical bandwidths are relatively simple to compute for large mode area fibers with a step index. More complex waveguide designs such as photonic crystals (PCFs) offer the possibility of engineering the group velocities to significantly reduce the critical width. The waveguide loss of mode 2 might also be engineered to be large without introducing significant loss in mode 1. However, such designs can be sensitive to small refractive index changes, so thermal lensing due to core heating must be accounted for when designing such fibers. . Simulated example of an S2 spectrum. This can be converted from wavelength to frequency and Fourier transformed to find the group delay between LP01 and LP11. That group delay can be used in Eq. (26) to find the critical linewidth. Alternatively, if the beat due to modes LP01 and LP11 is obvious, the critical linewidth corresponds to the peak-to-valley separation.
MEASURING THE CRITICAL BANDWIDTH
It may be more convenient or more reliable to measure the critical bandwidth instead of computing it. One way to accomplish this uses the s2 technique developed by Nicholson et al. 20, 21 White light is injected into the fiber such that it excites all guided modes. At the output end of the fiber a pinhole is located at a position where modes LP 01 and LP 11 are both strong. Light passing through the pinhole is spectrally dispersed to display a spectrum similar to that shown in Fig. 2 . The group delay between modes introduced by the fiber, shifts the relative phases of the light in the two modes by an amount that depends on the wavelength, producing a spectrum such as that shown in Fig. 2 . The contribution to the spectral structure due to interference between LP 01 and LP 11 can be picked out by Fourier transforming the spectrum to find a group delay spectrum. The group delay associated with the two modes of interest, τ 12 , can then be used in
to find the critical bandwidth. Alternatively, if the spectral structure that is due to the interference of modes one and two is obvious, the critical bandwidth corresponds to the peak to valley separation in the spectral modulation pattern formed by those two modes.
INTERPRETATION OF THE CRITICAL BANDWIDTH
In the sections above we defined critical bandwidths above which the threshold signal power is expected to rise. Those critical bandwidths are easily computed or measured. However, the rate at which the threshold increases as the bandwidth is broadened above a critical value is not readily apparent. The distribution of STRS gain along the length of the fiber is not uniform so the effective length is less than L. In addition, the high STRS gain tends to modify the spectrum of mode two, and this tends to maintain the phase relation between the two modes, counteracting the effect of bandwidth to some extent. In the case of short pulses, for example, the high STRS gain reshapes the mode 2 pulse so that even if the walk off between pulses should be greater than the pulse duration near the end of the fiber, STRS gain does not fall to zero there. Also, if the signal light is amplitude modulated, self phase modulation may be sufficient to increases the linewidth as the light propagates along the fiber.
These complications mean that short of integrating Eqs. (2&3) for a particular fiber, exact threshold predictions are impossible. Such integrations are difficult due to the large difference in time scales for the signal modulation and the thermal response of the fiber. In the face of such difficulty, we can gain insight by performing simpler integrations. We illustrate by simulating optical parametric generation in a nonlinear crystal pumped by a short pump pulse using the SNLO function PW-mix-SP. 22 The blue pump beam plays the role of the LP 01 light and the two degenerate red beams play the role of the LP 11 light. The parametric gain is adjusted to be similar to the STRS gain of the fiber, the ratio of temporal walk off to pulse duration is set to be similar to that in a fiber, and the ratio of input powers in the two fields is made similar to that in a fiber seeded by quantum noise. The threshold is defined as the pump fluence at which 1% of the light transferred from the blue to red pulses. Figure 3 shows how the threshold depends on the walk off normalized to the pump pulse duration. The critical bandwidth (one on the horizontal axis) is seen to lie near the knee of the threshold curve. For bandwidths larger than the critical value the threshold gradually rises. For a bandwidth twice the critical value the threshold is perhaps doubled. This is probably typical for many types of signal modulation, with the exact shape depending on amplifier details such as modulation type, pumping direction, seed power in mode 2, and degree of laser gain saturation, among others.
